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Abstract
Constructing applications with services shared by third parties is popularly adopted. Because of the autonomy of such
services, mismatches are inevitable when to construct or execute such applications. An approach to service adaptation
is proposed. Business process is introduced to support exploratory application construction. Adaptors for service
adaptation are realized based on algebra operations of message documents satisfying constraints of the specific tree
syntax. Experiment and evaluation show that the approach can be adaptive to heterogeneous of services and the
variability of requirements, and can support exploratory application constructing efficiently.
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1. Main text
In some domains such as Bioinformatics and the Industry of Chinese Traditional Medicine,
constructing applications through assembling services shared by third parties is widely adopted. E.g., in
Bioinformatics, several autonomy research institutes have provided much more than 3000 Web services to
share their rare resources such as genes databases and sequence analyzing software for users [1].
Therefore, small research groups or researchers can develop their applications based on these shared Web
services instead of possessing all resources necessary themselves.
Workflows are the most popular measures to assemble such services into complex applications. To do
so, services selected must cooperate well so as to fulfill the expected tasks. However, several challenges
will still be faced during such a course. (1) Mismatches are usually inevitable for Web services to
cooperate because their dynamic change and heterogeneity. Services with same functions may be
described with different paradigms such as WSDL and REST. (2) The course for users to construct
application may be exploratory [2]. That is to say, it needs to interactively develop, debug and run an
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application to solve current problems because the indetermination and variability of requirements makes it
difficult to go through the usual constraints of the edit-compile-run-debug cycle. That is to say, it is hard
to construct a fixed application with specific processing logic beforehand.
Above all, applications need to be reconfigured and optimized frequently according to current
requirements. When a service assembled in an application altered, mismatches may occur among the new
service for replacement and others. Thus, the new service may not be able to cooperate well with others
have been assembled in the application. Therefore, an effective approach to service adaptation is essential
to construct such applications.
The paper would focuses on mismatches among services and research a novel approach to service
adaption. The rest sections of the paper are arranged as follows. First, the business process for exploratory
application construction is discussed in section 2. Then, the adaptation of service in exploratory
application construction is analyzed in section 3. In section 4, experiments results and evaluation are given
to show the availability and efficiency of the approach proposed in the paper. At last, main related works
are analyzed and some conclusions are given in section 5 and 6 respectively.
2. Business Process Enabling Exploratory Application Construction
It is not a good choice to construct applications with under-level services directly because they may
change dynamically. Moreover, developers of exploratory applications are usually domain experts and are
also users of the application at the same time. In our former work [3], business processes are proposed to
constructed applications for user. Business process uses a kind of special services for end-users called
Business Services, which can be understood by end-users and are stable relatively as a kind of
abstractions to business activities [4]. Business Services will be mapped to a cluster of services that can
fulfill the expected business function based on automatic matchmaking. When a business process is
executed, Business Services as functional process nodes will be replaced by the most proper services.
Business Service is produced based on domain knowledge and can be understood and handled by users
for its rich business semantics. Thus, it is more feasible for user to construct exploratory applications by
taking advantages of Business Processes.
When a segment of business process is constructed and to be executed, functional nodes will be
replaced by under-level services. According to results got currently, users can modify the process or
change the services picked for the specific process node before. Therefore, it can support users to realize
exploratory application construction. The details would not be discussed in the paper.
It is mentioned above that each functional process node possesses a cluster of services. These services
may be in different paradigms such as WSDL, REST and even Web pages. Therefore, it is necessary to
describe such services in a unified way to support their cooperation.
It can be found that though these services may be in different paradigms, their inputs/outputs are all
pieces of XML documents in running time. Therefore, their inputs/outputs schemas can be represented as
some structures of tree type. Tree Syntax is an ideal measure to describe the inputs/outputs schemas of
such services in a unified way.
Therefore, services in different paradigms can be defined as the model S=<P, I, O>, where, P
describes the functions of a service based on actions or entities from the domain ontology. I and O denote
the inputs/outputs of a service. To be noted, I and O are some kinds of abstraction to features of a domain
action. They can be represented based on Tree Syntax [5].
Above all, applications of users will be business processes and each of their functional nodes would
possess a cluster of candidate services. Because heterogeneous services have been described with a
unified model, therefore, the cooperation between these services is feasible.
3. Adaptation of Services
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To execute an application, each functional node should be replaced by a specific service according to
current requirement and QoSs constraints. However, because the diversity of candidate services for a
specific functional node, mismatches would exist inevitably. At the same time, when the service picked
for a process node becomes disabled, mismatches also would occur when to replace it by a new one. So
does the case when a service picked for the process node altered. These will hinder services from normal
cooperation.
Mismatches mentioned above may include that of interface schema and content of service messages.
Obviously, service adaptation is necessary to avoid all these mismatches. Therefore, adaptor would be
introduced to maintain the cooperation of services. Adaptors are inserted between each pair of functional
nodes of the business process.
An adaptor can be defined as Adaptor = ({si}, {OPi}, {s’i}), where, {si} and {s’i} are services and
{OPi} is a set of operators for adaption.
The schema of a service interface is described with Tree Syntax and the messages delivered to or
produced by a service are trees consistent to the syntax. Therefore, it can be applied both to SOAP
messages and RESTful messages, for their messages can all be considered as pieces of XML documents.
Taking advantages of research achievements about Tree Syntax [6], messages of services can be defined
as document trees as follows.
Let E be a set, each element of which is the 2-tuple of a parameter of a service and its semantic, D
demotes element types of a message and basic data types, and ε denotes a special tree NULL, a message
of a service can be defined as follows.
• İ is message of a service;
• a(Ȧ) is tree message, where aęE, ȦęD and D is a set of basic data types;
• a(t1 t2… tk ), k1 is service message, where aęE, t1,t2,…,tk are all service messages;
• No other service messages existing.
Thus, operator for service adaptation can be realized based on the algebra operations of Tree
Documents [6]. The location of nodes in a tree document is denoted by paths in XPATH. For example,
the path, //program.fasta means all sub-nodes of the node program.
3.1. Schema adaptors
Let m is a service message, e is a path expression on E, c is a condition expression like path=<value>
and aęE, operators for message schema adaption can be defined as follows.
s(m, e, c), selection operator: Return message corresponding to the sub-tree of m that satisfies e=c.
p(m, e), projection operator: Remove paths that not covered by path expression e, and return the
message.
c(m, a), deletion operator: Remove node a from the tree corresponding to message m, and let it refers
to its former parent.
r(m1, m2, e), replacement operator: Replace all sub-tree of m1 satisfying e with m2.
Operators for service adaptation above can be realized with query operators of Tree Syntax.
3.2. Message adaptors
Let m is service message, e is a path expression on E, c is a condition expression like path=<value>,
operators for the adaptation of service messages can be defined as follows.
u(m1, m2, e), union operator: Get sub-messages of m1and m2 according to the path e, and return the
union of two sub-messages.
i(m1, m2, e), intersect operator: Get sub-messages of m1and m2 according to the path e, and return the
intersect of two sub-messages.
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d(m1, m2, e), complementary operator: Get sub-messages of m1and m2 according to the path e, and
return the complementary of two sub-messages.
It can be certificated that operators above is complete to adapting service messages and their schemas
according to the expected message schema or document tree.
Thus automatic service matchmaking would be used to find the mismatches between two Web service
to cooperate and proper adaptors would be inserted between them to eliminate mismatches. Of course,
because adaptors are based on some kinds of algebra operation, they can be composed to solve complex
mismatches.
3.3. Usage of adaptors
Adaptors mentioned above can be used to construct and adjust business processes. Some patterns are
listed as follows.
Trim (s, e), removing some redundant elements in the schema of the service s based on the path
expression e.
Merge ({si}, e), merging the output messages of services in the set {si} according to e.
Extract (s, e, c), extracting a segment of messages for the output message of service s according to the
path expression e and the condition c.
Filter (s, c), filtering the output messages of a service s according to the condition c.
Transform (s, e), transform the schema of the message of a service s according to the condition c.
4. Experiments and Evaluation
To verify the availabilities of the approach proposed in the paper, Web services in the Industry of
Chinese Traditional Medicine are taken. Some of these services are supplied by third organizations and
deployed in the remote servers.
A segment of a simple business process is represented in Fig. 1(a). The nodes A, B, C, D and E denote
Business Services. It can be found that the business process permits users to do supervising and
adjustment. Each functional node of the process possesses several candidate services. E.g., the candidate
services for the node A even amount to 50.
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D

Fig.1 (a) Business Process of the scenario (b) The analysis of application of adaptors.

Experiment results show that service adaptation have played important roles. According to the segment
of the business process, service cooperation occurred between each pair of service adjacent in the process.
The cooperation points are denoted as AB, BC, BD, CE and DE. Taking AB as an example, each
candidate service for A and B may cooperate to fulfill the expected task. During the course, adaptors
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proposed in the paper may need to be inserted to make cooperation feasible. Based on matchmaking, the
table 1 illustrated the ratio of cooperation that adaptors must act on. It shows the adaptor is essential to
enable available cooperation.
The segment of process is executed repeatedly for many times. The average proportion of cooperation
points that need adaptors to act on can amount to 21.86%. According to the statistics results, the
proportion of each kind of adaptors in all adaptors applied are showed in Fig. 1(b). The Notations s, p, c, r,
u, i and d represents each type of adaptors proposed respectively. H means to do adaption by hands.
Because the characteristic of data types of the Web services, the application of c, r, i and d are largely less
than that of others. The adaptor p and u are used in high frequency to fulfill the adaption of service
messages. At the same time, it can be found, based on the adaptors, about 12% of the adaption would be
done with the surveillance of users. It is important in constructing exploratory application just-in-time.
Table 1. Applications of adaptors for service adaptation
Cooperation Points

AB

BC

BD

CE

DE

Amount of pairs of Web services may Cooperate

450

225

102

750

360

Amount of mismatching Web services pairs

126

49

19

104

98

Ratios of Web service pairs need to be adapted

28%

21.7%

18.6%

13.8%

27.2%

5. Related Work
Workflows in business-level are often used to improve service cooperation. A multi-view cooperation
model is introduced in [7], and an approach to construct abstract business process for cooperation based
on the hierarchical task network planning is introduced in [8]. Reference [2] discussed an approach to
end-user-oriented exploratory service composition.
Workflow related approaches to service cooperation have aroused wide concerns. Reference [9]
introduced an approach to bottom-up workflow interoperating called CoopFlow. A solution of service
collaboration based on distributed coordination model is proposed in [10]. In [11] the Hierarchical Task
Network (HTN) is used to enhance service cooperation. The functional requirements of users are fulfilled
by atomic services and the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is applied to find such services.
As to service adaptation, some works focus on composite services adapting by substituting its out-ofdated sub-services based on the similarity of services [12]. Reference [13] focus on message mismatches
of services and proposed several adaptation patterns. The work also researches how to integrate such
pattern to do adaptation. Reference [14] analyzed behavioral mismatches of services based on dependence
graph. Reference [15] discussed the approach to adaptation evaluation. The objective is to maximize the
quality of satisfaction of users and environment, and to optimize the optional service selection. Reference
[16] discussed both mismatches of messages and process, and proposed adaption patterns corresponding.
Compared to works above, the paper mainly focuses on the change and heterogeneity of services as
well as the indetermination of requirement in exploratory application construction to research an available
approach to service adaptation.
6. Conclusion
An approach to service adaptation for exploratory application construction is proposed. Experiments
show that the approach is available in a heterogeneous services environment to support exploratory
application construction, even if users’ requirements are indeterminate or variable.
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